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VEIN CARE 
 Rotate your Spot! 

The Humboldt Area Center for 
Harm Reduction (HACHR) 

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT 
Do your best when you are in a

hurry, but if you're NOT in a

hurry, take your time. Go slow!

Save the "easy" spots for when

you KNOW you don't have time.

The veins in your hand look

tempting, but if you're not in a

hurry, save them for when you

need them. They are delicate

and you can lose them fast!

If you are panicking about your

shot, that is when you could

blow your vein. Go slow!  

TIPS AND TRICKS! 
It's best to alternate veins. A

vein takes at least a couple of

days to heal. More time is better.

If you use the same vein, shoot

DOWN-STREAM from your last

shot (closest to your heart.)

If you hit yourself, practice

injecting with your other hand,

in your other arm. It may be

awkward, but it gives you more

injection options. 



When you stick a needle in your

skin, it leaves a hole that has to

heal. The same is true with your

veins! You can keep your veins in

good shape if you let the spot heal

before you hit on it again. 

If you don't let your veins heal: 

    - Collapsed Veins 

    - Infections 

    - Leaky Veins (Wasted Shots!) 

    - Abscesses from Leaks 

  

Sticking a needle through a hole   

that isn't healed can push a blot clot

into your blood stream. This clot

could get stuck somewhere else in

your body and become dangerous!  

ROTATE YOUR SPOT! 

Thanks to our partners at:SAFER INJECTING 
Avoid Head & Neck 

Overdosing is more likely when you

shoot up near areas closest to the

heart and brain. Abscesses are more

dangerous here, too. 

Use Your Arms 
Use surface veins in arms if

they are in good shape.

Rotate sites regularly. 

Carefully Use Your Legs 
Blood flows slowly in the legs, so

inject slowly are carefully. Be very

careful not to hit the artery behind the

knee. It is easier to get blood clots

when you inject in your legs. 

Use Your Hands & Feet 
The veins on the back of your hands

and the top of your feet are very

sensitive. If you do inject here, it will

hurt pretty badly. Inject slowly! 

Avoid Your Wrists 
Nerves, veins and arteries are all

very close together in the wrists.

Shooting up here is dangerous and

should be avoided! 

Avoid your Groin  
There are many major

arteries in your groin area - if

you hit one, you could lose a

leg, lose a lot of blood, or

even die. Never inject into or

around your genitals! 


